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PUBLICATION THESIS OPTION

This dissertation has been prepared in the form of four papers
for publication.
(pages 78 -

Chapters II (pages 8 - 43),

III (pages 44 - 77), IV

108) and V (pages 109 - 142) have been prepared for pub

lication in the Journal of Heat Transfer. The balance of the disser
tation follows the standard thesis format.

ABSTRACT

Mixed convective heat transfer results for two-dimensional laminar/turbulent flow in a duct with a backward-facing step are reported.
The two walls forming the duct are maintained at uniform but different
temperatures.

The straight wall is maintained at the inlet air tem

perature, while the downstream section of the stepped wall is heated
to a higher temperature.

This study focuses on a backward-facing step

geometry with an expansion ratio of two.

The present laminar study

examines a wide range of inlet flow and wall temperature conditions to
cover the domain from buoyancy-assisting mixed convective flow, pure
forced convective flow, buoyancy-opposing mixed convective flow to the
inlet starved convective flow.

Turbulent

mixed convective flow is

numerically simulated by using a modified k - e model.

For the buoy

ancy-assisting laminar flow, the buoyancy force reduces the pressure
drop across the duct along with the reattachment length and increases
the heat transfer rate.

The reverse of previous trend applies for the

buoyancy-opposing flow condition.

A larger buoyancy force in buoyan

cy-assisting turbulent flow will decrease turbulent kinetic energy,
increase the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, thus caus
ing reattachment length to increase and the heat transfer rate to
decrease. The numerical predictions are compared very favorably with
existing, but limited, experimental and numerical data.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of the heat transfer or hydraulic behavior of separ
ated flow is very important in the design of nuclear reactors, cooling
of electronic equipment, solar receivers, and other heat transfer
devices.

Reattaching and separating flows in engineering devices

could be the cause for failure due to the large variations of the
local heat transfer coefficient that is encountered in this regions of
the flow.

In most practical situations, the reattaching shear layer

develops next to a step (sudden expansion), and it interacts strongly
with the recirculating flow that forms behind that step.

The back

ward-facing step geometry offers one of the least complex geometries
for studying the behavior of separating and reattaching buoyancy
affected flows.

Buoyancy force could be either assisting or opposing

the flow, and in each case influences in a unique way the velocity and
temperature distributions and the heat transfer rate.
Extensive reviews on the fluid flow aspect of separated isother
mal flows have been given by Armaly and Durst (1980), Eaton and John
son (1981), Simpson (1981), and Armaly et al. (1983).

Reviews dealing

with the heat transfer aspects of this flow have been provided by Aung
(1983a & b ) , Hall and Pletcher (1983), Aung et al. (1985), Aung and
Worku (1986), Sparrow et al.
(1987).

(1986 , 1987) and Sparrow and Chuck

The published work on this subject did not account, however,
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for the buoyancy force effects on either the flow or the heat transfer
characteristics.

A step-by-step analysis of laminar mixed convection

in a duct with a backward-facing step are presented in Chapters II,
III and IV of this thesis.

Chapter II covers a numerical study of

buoyancy-assisting mixed convection flow through a vertical duct with
a backward-facing step.

The mixed convection flow through an inclined

duct with a backward-facing step is treated in Chapter III, and the
buoyancy-opposing case is examined in Chapter IV.

Numerical results

of interest, such as the Nusselt numbers, velocity and temperature
distributions, reattachment lengths, and friction coefficients, are
presented in these chapters for the purpose of illustrating the
effects of buoyancy forces on these parameters.
While laminar flows have been fairly well understood and docu
mented, turbulent flows still pose a challenging problem for numerical
simulations.

The modelling of turbulence still attracts a lot of

research and is the subject of many ongoing investigations.

From

Prandtl's mixing length theory, turbulence modelling has seen the
advent of one-equation models, two-equation closure schemes and of
late the algebraic stress/flux model with modified e equation.

The k

e model has in recent years emerged as a powerful tool to achieve
the closure of the turbulence equations and a fairly large class of
problems have been successfully predicted using this model.

Little,

however, has been done on separated turbulent mixed convection flows.
Chapter V treats the buoyancy effects on turbulent separated flow
by using k - e model for turbulence.

Previous studies on forced

4

convection in separated backward-facing step flows have been reviewed
by Eaton and Johnston (1981) and Gooray, Watkins and Aung (1985), Aung
(1983b), Armaly et al. (1983), Vogel and Eaton (1985), and Driver and
Seegmiller (1985).

Chieng and Launder (1980), Simpson et al (1981),

Shishov et al., (1988) investigated the wall effects and reported
results for Nusselt number and shear stress in the separated flow
region.

The low Reynolds number model was developed by Jones and

Launder (1972), and used by Plumb and Kennedy (1977), and by Lin and
Churchill (1978).

Brown and Gauvin (1965) investigated the influence

of buoyancy force upon the heat transfer rates and temperature fluctu
ations in buoyancy assisting and opposing flows in a vertical heated
tube.

Nakajima et al. (1980) investigated the turbulent mixed convec

tion between vertical parallel plates experimentally and analytically.
Humphrey and To (1986) examined turbulent flow in mixed and free con
vection over a heated cavity, and they are the only ones that solved
the governing equations directly to the wall without using the match
ing law of the wall model.
Studies of turbulent flow over a backward-facing step have been
conducted by many authors, but very little attention has been given to
the mixed convection turbulent flow over a backward-facing step.
Chapter V analyzes the effects of buoyancy parameter Grs on the flow
and heat transfer in separated, backward-facing mixed convective step
flow.

Numerical solutions are carried out for turbulent air flow (Pr

- 0 . 7 ) in a vertical duct with a backward-facing step under the buoy
ancy-assisting flow condition.

Numerical results of interest, such as

5

Nusselt numbers, velocity and temperature distributions, reattachment
lengths, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation energy and
turbulent skin friction coefficients are presented

6
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MIXED CONVECTION IN BUOYANCY-ASSISTING, VERTICAL
BACKWARD-FACING STEP FLOWS
by
J . T . Lin, B . F . Armaly, and T . S . Chen
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401
ABSTRACT
Mixed convective heat transfer results for laminar, buoyancyassisting, two-dimensional flow in a vertical duct with a backward
facing step are reported.

The present numerical study examines a wide

range of inlet flow and wall temperature conditions to cover the
domain from pure forced convective flow, where the buoyancy force
effects are not present, to the inlet starved convective flow where
the buoyancy force effects are significant and where the average inlet
velocity is smaller than the corresponding natural convective value.
The results compare very favorably with existing, but limited, exper
imental and numerical data.

This study focuses on a backward-facing

step geometry with an expansion ratio of 2, but the general observed
behaviors are applicable to similar geometries with different expan
sion ratios.

The predicted reattachment length decreases almost

linearly as the buoyancy parameter £ - Grs/Res^ increases from £ = 0
to £ = 0.43.

This decrease is caused by the buoyancy-induced flow

that pushes the recirculating region away from the heated wall.

For

larger buoyancy parameters the recirculation region that forms down
stream of the backward-facing step reattaches itself to the backward
facing step and not to the heated wall.

Velocity and temperature dis

tributions along with Nusselt numbers and wall friction coefficients
are presented for wide ranges of flow and temperature parameters.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

- cross sectional area

Cf

- friction coefficient defined by rw/(puD2/2)
- net force due to differences in kinetic energy
<Fk - /A K p u 2)e - (pu2)0 ]dA/2)

Fp

- net force due to differences in pressure
(Fp " J

g

a

<Po “ P e ) ^ )

- gravitational acceleration

Grg - Grashof number based on the step height, g/9(Tw - T0)s^/i/2
h

- channel height at inlet

H

= channel height at exit

Nug - local Nusselt number, as defined by Eq.(7) or Eq.(8)
p

— pressure

P

- dimensionless pressure defined by (p + pgx)/(/p0u02)

Pr

- Prandtl number

Reg - Reynolds number based on the step height, uQs/V
s

- step height

T

- temperature

Tjj

- bulk temperature

T0

- inlet temperature

Tw

- temperature of heated wall

u

- streamwise velocity component

u^

- local inlet velocity

uG

— average inlet velocity

U

- dimensionless streamwise velocity component, u/uQ

v

- transverse velocity component

V

- dimensionless transverse velocity component, v/uQ

x

- streamwise coordinate as measured from the step

xe

- calculation domain downstream of step

Xf

- reattachment length of forced convective flow

Xf

- inlet length upstream of step

xn

= location of peak Nusselt number

xD

- secondary recirculation length

Xp

- penetration depth of the reversed flow

xr

- reattachment length

X

- dimensionless streamwise coordinate, x/s

Xe ,Xf,Xn,Xo,Xp,Xr — xe/s,Xf/s,xn/s,xn/s,xQ/s,xp/s,xr/s
y

- transverse coordinate

Y

- dimensionless transverse coordinate, y/s
- volumetric expansion coefficient

pQ

- inlet density

8

- dimensionless temperature, (T - T0)/(TW - T0)

rw

- local wall shear stress, /i(3u/3y)w

v

= kinematic viscosity

£

- buoyancy force parameter, Grs/Res^ - g/9(Tw - T0)s

Subscripts
e

- exit conditions

o

- inlet conditions

w

« wall conditions
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INTRODUCTION
In many flows of practical interest the phenomenon of flow sepa
ration, due to a sudden expansion in geometry, and the subsequent
reattachment is a common occurrence.

The existence of a flow separa

tion and a recirculation region has a significant effect on the per
formance of heat transfer devices, such as in electronic cooling
equipment, cooling passages of turbine blades, combustion chambers,
and many other heat exchanger surfaces that appear in engineering
designs.

Extensive reviews on the fluid flow aspect of separated iso

thermal flows have been given by Armaly and Durst (1980), Eaton and
Johnson (1981), Simpson (1981), and Armaly et al. (1983).

Reviews

dealing with the heat transfer aspects of this flow have been provided
by Aung (1983a&b), Aung et al. (1985), Aung and Worku (1986), Sparrow
et al. (1984, 1987) and Sparrow and Chuck (1987).

The published work

on this subject did not account, however, for the buoyancy force
effects on either the flow or the heat transfer characteristics.
These effects become significant in the laminar flow regime where the
velocity is relatively low and when the temperature difference is rel
atively high.

This fact has motivated the present study to determine

the effects of buoyancy forces on the flow and heat transfer charac
teristics in separated flows.
Numerical solutions are carried out for laminar mixed convective
air flow (Pr - 0.7) in a vertical two-dimensional duct with a backward
facing step under the buoyancy-assisting flow conditions.

Numerical

results of interest, such as Nusselt numbers, velocity and temperature
distributions, reattachment lengths, and friction coefficients are
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presented for the purpose of illustrating the effects of the buoyancy
force on these parameters.

ANALYSIS

Consider a two-dimensional, laminar convective flow in a vertical
duct with a sudden expansion behind a backward-facing step of height s
as shown in Fig. 1.

The straight wall of the duct is maintained at a

uniform temperature that is equal to the inlet air temperature TQ .
The stepped wall downstream of the step is heated to a uniform temper
ature that can be adjusted to any desired value Tw .

The upstream por

tion of the stepped wall and the backward-facing step are treated in
this study as adiabatic surfaces.
duct is

The inlet upstream length of the

and the exit downstream length of the duct is xe . These

lengths are considered infinite but the calculation domain is limited
to a length of Le - xe + x^.

The smaller section of the duct upstream

of the step has a height h and the larger section downstream of the
step has a height H = h + s.

Air flows upward into the duct at an

average inlet velocity of uc and an average temperature of T0 . The
gravitational acceleration g is acting vertically downward.
By employing the constant property assumption and the Boussinesq
approximation, the non-dimensional form of the governing conservation
equations for the physical problem described can be written as:

au
ax

av
ay

— + ------ o

(i)
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The dimensionless parameters in the above equations are defined by:

U - u/u0 , V - v/uQ , X - x/s, Y - y/s,
6 -

(T — T0)/(TW - T0), P - (p + />gx)/p0u02

(5)

Pr - u / a , Res - u Qs / v , Grs - g0(Tw - T0)s 3/i/2 ,

The thermal diffusivity a, kinematic viscosity u , and the thermal
expansion coefficient /3 are evaluated at the film temperature Tf (T0 + Tw )/2.

The boundary conditions for the above set of equations

are:
(a)

Upstream inlet conditions
At X -Xt and 1 S Y i H/s:

U - ui(/u0 , V - 0, $ - 0

(6a)

where u^ is the local inlet velocity distribution which was taken
as having a parabolic profile and uQ is the average inlet
velocity; that is, uj/uQ is given by
uj/u0 - 6[— y2+(H + s)y - Hs]/(H - s)2
(b)

(6b)

Downstream exit conditions
At X - Xe and 0 < Y < H/s: dU/dX - 0, d 2 6 / 8 X 2 - 0,

0V/3X - 0

(6c)
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along with an overall mass conservation check at the exit.
(c)

Straight wall
At Y - H/s and -

(d)

£ X

(6d)

Xe : U - 0, V - 0, 5 - 0

Stepped wall
Upstream of the step
At Y - 1 and -

< X < 0: U - 0, V - 0 , 8 9 / 8 Y - 0

(6e)

At the step
At X - 0 and 0 £ Y £ 1: U - 0 ,

V-0,

86/ 8 X - 0

(6f)

Downstream of the step
At Y - 0 and 0 < X <, Xe : U - 0, V - 0, 5 - 1

<6g)

The last term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) represents the
buoyancy force contribution which has not been examined previously in
the open literature.

The downstream length, xe , of the calculation

domain was chosen to be 70 steps (i.e. Xe - 70).

Calculations have

verified that the flow becomes fully developed at the end of this sec
tion.

The upstream length of the calculation domain, x^, was chosen

to be 5 steps (i.e. Xj^ - 5) and the velocity profile at the inlet sec
tion was specified as parabolic and its temperature was chosen as uni
form at T0 .
The solution of the governing set of coupled partial differential
equations was obtained by using a finite difference scheme, embodied
in the computer code TEACH using the SIMPLE algorithm.

The solution

procedure started by supplying initial estimates for the velocities,
temperatures, and pressure fields and a converged solution was
obtained by iteration.

The momentum equations were used first in the

iteration process, using the estimated temperature for the buoyancy
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force calculations, and then the energy equation was used to upgrade
the temperature, and this process was repeated for each iteration
step.

Convergence of the solution was considered satisfactory when

the normalized residuals of each equation, summed over the whole cal
culation domain, was smaller than 0.01.
The grid distribution in the calculation domain was non-uniform
in both the longitudinal and the crossflow coordinate directions. A
large number of grid points were placed in the areas where steep vari
ations of velocities were expected, i.e. near the step and near the
reattachment length in the x coordinate direction, and near the walls
of the duct in the y coordinate direction.

Some of this information

was deduced from preliminary calculations using equally spaced grids.
Solutions were performed with different grid densities and the
required grid number for ensuring grid-independent solutions was
determined for different Reynolds numbers.

It was found that for the

range of parameters examined in this study, Reg < 200 , a grid density
of Nx x Ny — 120 x 50 is sufficient for providing a grid-independent
solution.

A smaller grid density of 250 x 70 was used to confirm the

convergence of solutions.

The results presented in this study were

generated by using a grid density of 120 x 50.

The number of grid

points used in the x-coordinate for the upstream inlet domain (which
is 5 steps long) were limited to 15 grid points, and the maximum —
minimum grid spacing was s/2 - s/10, respectively, in that section.
The remaining 105 grid points in the x coordinates were distributed
along the calculation domain downstream of the step (which is 70 steps
long), where the maximum — minimum grid spacing was 1.5s - s/10
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respectively.

The maximum grid spacing was located at fully developed

downstream location because the variations of all the quantities are
very small along the streamwise direction.

The minimum grid spacing

are located near the wall because the large variations exist in the
normal direction of the wall.

The ratio between maximum grid spacing

and minimum grid spacing, Axmax/Aym^n , is less than 500.

The computer

program was run on a CRAY X/MP supercomputer, and the solution con
verged in less than 1000 iterations while utilizing approximately 1 3 min. of CPU.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computer code and the numerical scheme were used to check the
fluid flow measurements of Armaly et al. (1983), the predicted Nusselt
numbers of Sparrow and Chuck (1987), and the analytically predicted
velocity and temperature distributions of Aung and Worku (1986).

This

step was used to validate the numerical scheme and the convergence
criterion that were used in this study.

Figures 2a and 2b provide a

comparison between the present predicted results without the buoyancy
force effect and the measurements of Armaly et al. (1983) for two Rey
nolds numbers Res - 195 and 50 at various downstream locations from
the backward facing step.

This backward-facing step geometry has an

expansion ratio of 1.94 and a step height of 0.49 cm.

As can be seen

from the figures, the agreement between the predicted and measured
results is excellent with the exception at the location X — 2.55 for
both

Reynolds

numbers.

This

downstream

location

is

in

the
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recirculating region of the flow and, as stated by Armaly et al.
(1983), the flow starts to develop a three dimensional behavior in the
neighborhood of the reattachment region in the experimental geometry
for Res - 200.

The predicted and the measured reattachment lengths of

Armaly et al. (1983) start to deviate from each other at Reynolds num
bers higher than 200
the

(Res £ 200), thus

placing an

upper

limit

on

good agreement between the predicted and measured results from

that study.

The measured results for Res - 50 at X - 2.25 appear not

to satisfy the conservation of mass and thus could potentially be
reflecting some experimental errors inside the recirculation region
where the velocity is negative and its magnitude is very small.
The computer code was also utilized to predict the pure forced
convection Nusselt numbers for the conditions that were studied by
Sparrow and Chuck (1987).

A comparison between the two results is

shown in Fig. 3 for three different expansion ratios (with the step
height remaining constant at 0.48 cm).

The agreement between the two

studies appears to be very good for the smaller H/s ratios, but dete
riorates slightly for the large H/s case.

This deterioration could be

due to the need for using a larger number of mesh points in the calcu
lation domain in the earlier study.
Additionally, the analytical results of Aung and Worku (1986) for
the fully developed laminar mixed convection flow in a twodimensional, asymmetrically heated vertical duct were utilized for
comparison with the present numerically predicted values.

The fully

developed mixed convection duct flow behavior is expected to appear in
this backward facing step geometry at a downstream location that is
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far away from the step.

Numerically predicted velocity and tempera

ture distributions at these downstream locations provided excellent
agreement with the analytical results of Aung and Worku (1986) for
fully developed mixed convection duct flow.
The good agreements with existing results for various flow geom
etries and temperature conditions demonstrated above provided the
authors with a measure of confidence for using the numerical scheme to
examine the influence of buoyancy force on the flow and the heat
transfer characteristics of separated flows, a problem for which
measurements or predictions are not available in the literature.
In this study attention is focused on a specific backward-facing
step geometry, with an expansion ratio of two (H/h — 2.0) and a step
height of 0.48 cm., in a buoyancy-assisting, two-dimensional vertical
duct flow.

The straight wall of the duct is maintained at the inlet

air temperature of 20°C, while the stepped wall of the duct is main
tained adiabatic for the upstream section of the step and for the step
itself.

The downstream section behind the step is maintained at a

higher, but uniform, temperature between 20 - 100°C.

These boundary

conditions were selected because they could be experimentally simu
lated in future work by the authors.
The general flow characteristics as affected by increasing the
wall temperature (increasing the buoyancy force) is clearly shown in
Fig. 4 for a Reynolds number Res of 50 with (Tw - T0) of 1°C to 75°C.
These figures capture only a small region of the calculation domain to
highlight the influence of buoyancy forces on the recirculation region
and on the reattachment region.

They illustrate the stream function
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behavior for a fixed inlet Reynolds number of Res - 50, for six levels
of wall temperature difference (Tw - T0) - 1, 12, 37, 43, 50, and
75°C.

The flow separates behind the backward-facing step and reat

taches to the heated wall, thus forming a recirculation region between
the step and the heated wall.

As the wall temperature increases, the

reattachment length decreases and the size of the secondary, inner
recirculation region that develops at the corner between the heated
wall and the step, increases.

This trend continues until the second

ary recirculation region is sufficiently strong to lift the main
recirculation region away from the heated wall, and thus venting
itself to the main flow.

At that point the main recirculation region

is detached from the heated wall and attaches itself to the step.

An

increase in the Reynolds number for a fixed wall temperature will
decrease the buoyancy parameter, Grs/Res^ , and will delay the above
observed flow behavior to a higher wall temperature.
The behaviors of the reattachment length and the friction coeffi
cient are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, to illustrate how they
are affected by the buoyancy force.

The reattachment length Xr

decreases as the buoyancy parameter Grs/Res^ increases, as shown in
Fig. 5.

Figure 6 illustrates that for Res - 50 and (Tw — TQ) larger

than 50°C the reattachment of the flow to the heated wall no longer
exists, and the friction coefficient, Cf, remains positive for all
downstream locations after the step.
As the wall temperature difference (Tw - TQ) is increased from
1°C to 75°C for a fixed Reynolds number Res of 50, the flow character
istics changes from

forced

convective

flow

to

an

inlet

starved
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convective flow.

The latter is designated as starved flow, because

its average inlet velocity is smaller than what could be achieved if
the duct were operated in the natural convective flow mode, i.e. unre
stricted inlet flow rate.

Under these starved flow conditions, a

reversed flow could develop from the downstream section of the duct
along the cooler wall as described by Aung and Worku (1986).

An

approximate criterion for the occurrence of the starved flow condition
can be found by comparing the net force resulting from the pressure
difference across the calculation domain, Fp, to the net force result
ing from the changes of the kinetic energy across the calculation
domain, F^..

If the force resulting from the pressure drop is larger

than the force resulting from changes in the kinetic energy then the
flow is forced, and if it is smaller then the flow is starved.

Natu

ral convective flow will occur when the two forces are equal to each
other.

This criterion is illustrated in Fig. 7 for Reynolds numbers

of 50 and 100.

It is clear from the figure that starved flow condi

tions will occur at a smaller wall temperature difference for smaller
Reynolds number.

The results in Figs. 7 and 4 indicate that the dis

appearance of the reattachment point from the heated wall will occur
only when a starved flow condition exists in the backward-facing step
geometry.

Figure 7 illustrates that for the geometry considered in

this study, starved flow conditions will occur for Res - 50 when (Tw —
T0) > 17°C, and for Res - 100 when (Tw — TQ) > 37.5°C.

These

conditions correspond to Grs/Res^ > 0.095 and 0.048 respectively.

The

conditions of (Tw - T0) - 17°C for Res - 50 and (Tw - TQ) - 37.5°C for
Res - 100 correspond to the natural convective flow conditions in this
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geometry and both correspond to the case of Grs/Res - 5.
The effects of buoyancy forces on the velocity and the tempera
ture distributions are presented respectively in Figs.

8

and 9 for

Reynolds number of Res - 50, at three different cross sections x/xf 0.5,

1

, and

2

, where Xf is the reattachment length for isothermal flow

and is calculated to be Xf - 2.91 for this geometry at a Reynolds num
ber of 50.

It is very clear from Fig.

8

that the effect of the buoy

ancy force on the velocity distribution is significant.

The acceler

ated flow near the heated wall pulls the velocity profile toward that
wall, and that trend increases as the wall temperature increases.
Increased wall temperature will also decrease the reattachment length,
reduce the size of the main recirculation region, and increase the
temperature gradient (heat transfer) at the heated wall, particularly
in the recirculation region (see Fig. 9).

These effects are less pro

nounced outside the recirculation region, where the temperature dis
tribution develops slowly as the distance from the step increases
until it reaches its fully developed linear distribution form.
The effect of buoyancy forces on the Nusselt number is illus
trated in Figs. 10 and 11 for Reynolds numbers, Res , of 50 and 100,
respectively.

The Nusselt number is defined in this study in terms of

the average bulk temperature and the step height as

Heated wall:
Nus - [(- kdT/3y)y_0 ] s/[k(Tw - Tb )]
- t(Tw — T 0 )/(TW - Tb )](- 8 9 / 8 Y)Y_0

(7)
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Cool wall:
Nus - [(- kaT/3y)y.H ] s/[k(Tb - T0)]
- t(Tw - T0 )/(Tb - Tc)](— d0/dY)Y_H/s

(8 )

The Nusselt number is seen to increase as the wall temperature
increases, and the influence of wall temperature on the Nusselt number
decreases as the Reynolds number increases.

The Nusselt number curves

have the normal peaks that are associated with separated flow and that
point occur downstream of the reattachment point.

In addition, the

Nusselt number curves for the boundary conditions considered in this
study, have a minimum at the corner of the step as predicted by Spar
row and Chuck (1987).

It should be noted that the peak in the Nusselt

number distribution continues to occur even after the disappearance of
the reattachment point from the heated wall, i.e. for Res =-= 50 and (Tw
- T0) > 50°C.

The Nusselt number increases from its minimum value at

the corner of the step to its peak value in the neighborhood of the
reattachment point, then decreases slowly to its fully developed value
as the distance from the step increases.

Both the minimum and the

maximum values of the Nusselt numbers increase linearly and at approx
imately the same rate as the buoyancy parameter increases, as shown in
Fig. 12 for Res - 50.

The neglect of the buoyancy force effect while

predicting the peak Nusselt number could lead to an error of 30 per
cent (lower value) as shown in Fig. 12 for Grg/Res^ - 0.434.
Figure 13 displays the behaviors of three different length par
ameters as measured from the step for Res - 50.

The first is the

reattachment length, Xr - xr/s, of the main recirculation region, the
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second is the reattachment length, XQ - xD/s, of the secondary recir
culation region that develops at the corner of the step and increases
in size as the buoyancy parameter increases, and the third length, 3^
- xn/s, identifies the location of the peak Nusselt number.

The peak

Nusselt number length, 3^, and the reattachment length of the main
recirculation region, Xr , decrease, while the reattachment length of
the secondary recirculation region, XD , increases as the value of the
buoyancy parameter increases.

The peak Nusselt number occurs down

stream of the reattachment point (i.e., 3^ > Xr) and the spacing (3^ Xr) increases as the buoyancy parameter increases.
The developments of the velocity and the temperature profiles
throughout the calculation domain are shown, respectively, in Figs 14
and 15.

These two figures display the behaviors of the velocity and

the temperature profiles at several downstream locations for several
wall temperature differences (i.e. buoyancy parameters) for a Reynolds
number of 50.

The velocity profile develops from its inlet parabolic

distribution to its fully developed distribution far downstream from
the step, Fig. 14.

The fully developed velocity distribution, how

ever, is different for different buoyancy parameters, and could
include regions of reversed flow as discussed by Aung and Worku (1986)
and as can be seen for Reg - 50 and (Tw — T0) > 37.5°C.

Similarly,

the temperature profile develops through the separation region from
its inlet uniform distribution to its fully developed linear distribu
tion far downstream from the step, Fig. 15.
For natural convective flow, the buoyancy forces overcome the
frictional forces and are balanced by the pressure and the kinetic
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energy force.

When the naturally induced flow rate is restricted,

while buoyancy force increases (i.e., an increase in temperature dif
ference between the two walls), a starved flow condition develops.

A

reversed flow then develops from the downstream section of the duct
and penetrates along the cooler wall to feed the flow and to balance
the buoyancy force.

The penetration depth of the reversed flow as

measured from the step, Xp, decreases as the buoyancy force increases
but the rate of that decrease decreases as shown in Fig. 16.
responding shear stress on the cool wall is shown in Fig. 17.

The cor
The

penetration depth of the reversed flow corresponds to the location
where the shear stress on the cool wall is equal to zero.

For wall

temperature differences, AT, of 1°C, and 25°C the shear stress as
shown in Fig. 17 will not drop to zero.

For AT > 33°C, the penetra

tion depth is clearly defined from that figure.

The penetration depth

increases, moving backward toward the step as the wall temperature
difference increases.

The authors believe, however, that in actual

flow conditions when the starved follow starts to develop, and reverse
flow occurs, the flow will start to exhibit a three-dimensional behav
ior and possible transition to turbulent flow may follow.

This will

make the laminar two-dimensional solution not useful for that range of
conditions.

Experimental observations, which will be pursued by the

authors, are needed to determine when that transition will occur.

CONCLUSIONS
The significant effects that the buoyancy force has on the heat
transfer in laminar flow inside a vertical duct with backward-facing
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step

were demonstrated and quantified in this numerical study.

The

full range of mixed convective flow, from the pure forced convective
flow to the inlet starved convective flow, was examined.

As expected,

the influence of the buoyancy force on the velocity distribution is
more pronounced than its influence on the temperature distribution.
The buoyancy force changes significantly the shape of the main recir
culation region behind the step and causes the reattachment length to
decrease as its magnitude increases.

A secondary recirculation region

develops at the corner of the step and grows as the buoyancy force
increases until it vents itself to the main flow by pushing the main
recirculation region away, thus leaving the heated wall without any
reattached flow region.

This behavior appears to occur only for the

inlet starved flow condition under which potential transition to
three-dimensional or turbulent flow behavior could occur, thus invali
dating the present two-dimensional laminar flow results.

The Nusselt

number, defined in terms of the bulk-wall temperature difference,
exhibits the normal peak value that occurs downstream of the reattach
ment and

a minimum value that occurs at the corner of the step.

Both

the peak value and the minimum value of the Nusselt number increase as
the value of the buoyancy parameter increases.

The present numerical

study assumes that laminar flow exists for the entire range of parame
ters that were examined, and experimental verification of this assump
tion is needed, which will be undertaken in future study by the
authors.
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Fig. 16

Effects of buoyancy on penetration depth Xp.
(s - 0.48cm, H/h - 2.0)

Fig. 17

Friction coefficient on the straight cool wall, Res (s - 0.48cm, H/h - 2.0)
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CHAPTER III

MIXED CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER IN INCLINED
BACKWARD-FACING STEP FLOWS
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MIXED CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER IN INCLINED
BACKWARD-FACING STEP FLOWS
by
J. T. Lin, B. F. Armaly and T. S. Chen
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401
ABSTRACT
Mixed convection heat transfer results for two-dimensional lami
nar flow in an inclined duct with a backward-facing step are reported.
The present numerical study examines the effect of inclination angle
on the flow and heat transfer characteristics under buoyancy-assisting
conditions.

It covers the domain from pure forced convection to the

inlet starved convective flow, where the buoyancy force effects are
significant and where the average inlet velocity is smaller than the
corresponding natural convective value.

For a given buoyancy force,

the predicted reattachment length behind the backward-facing step
increases as the inclination angle from the vertical increases from

0

to 90 degrees, and approaches the pure forced convection value when
the duct is horizontal.

Velocity and temperature distributions along

with Nusselt numbers and wall friction coefficients are presented for
different inclination angles and different values of the buoyancy par
ameter .
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NOMENCLATURE
A

- cross sectional area

Cf

- friction coefficient defined by rw/(pu0 2 / 2 )

Fjj - net force due to differences in kinetic energy (F^ ;A t(pu2)e - (Pu 2 )0 ]dA/2)
Fp

- net force due to differences in pressure (Fp - /A (p0 - pe)dA)

g

- gravitational acceleration

Grs - Grashof number based on the step height, g/J (Tw - T0 )s^/i/ 2
Grx - Grs cosy
Gry - Grs siny
h

- channel height at inlet

H

- channel height at exit

k

- thermal conductivity

Nus - local Nusselt number, as defined by Eq.(9) or Eq.(10)
p

- pressure

P

- dimensionless pressure defined by (p + p gx cosy + pgy siny)
/(pu2 o)

Pr

- Prandtl number

Res - Reynolds number based on the step height, uQs/i/
Reo " u o s / u o
s

- step height

T

- temperature

Tfc

- bulk temperature

T0

- inlet temperature

Tw

- temperature of hot wall

u

- streamwise velocity component
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Uf

- local inlet velocity

uQ

- average inlet velocity

U

- dimensionless streamwise velocity component, u/uQ

v

- transverse velocity component

V

- dimensionless transverse velocity component,

v/uQ

x

- streamwise coordinate as measured from thestep

xe

- calculation domain downstream of step

Xf

- reattachment length of forced convective flow

Xf

- inlet length upstream of step

xn

- location of peak Nusselt number

xQ

- secondary recirculation length

Xp

- penetration depth of the reversed flow

xr

- reattachment length

X

- dimensionless streamwise coordinate, x/s

Xe ,Xf .Xf.Xn.Xo.Xp.Xy - xe/s,xf/s,Xf/s,xn/s,xQ/s,xp/s,xr/s
y

- transverse coordinate

Y

- dimensionless transverse coordinate, y/s

/9

- volumetric expansion coefficient

7

- angle of inclination from the vertical

pQ

-

6

- dimensionless temperature, (T - T 0 )/(TW - T0)

rw

- local wall shear stress, /i(3u/dy)w

v

= kinematic viscosity

£

- buoyancy force parameter, Grs/Res^ - g/9(Tw - T0 )s^/u0^

inlet density
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Subscripts
e

- exit conditions

o

- inlet conditions

w

- wall conditions
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INTRODUCTION
Thermal buoyancy forces play a significant role in heat transfer
when the flow velocity is relatively small and the temperature differ
ence between the surface and the fluid is relatively large.

The

effects of buoyancy force on the flow and heat transfer characteris
tics in mixed convection have been examined extensively for laminar
flow adjacent to flat plates and for flow in straight ducts.

Little

attention, however, has been placed on mixed convection in separated
flows, such as flow behind a backward facing step.
The existence of a flow separation and recirculation region has
significant effect on the performance of heat transfer devices, such
as in electronic cooling equipment, cooling passages of turbine
blades, combustion chambers, and many other heat exchanger surfaces
that appear in engineering designs.

Studies of laminar forced convec

tion flow over a backward-facing step have been conducted, for
example, by Armaly and Durst (1980), Eaton and Johnson (1981), Simpson
(1981), and Armaly et al. (1983), Aung (1983a & 1983b), Aung et al.
(1985), Sparrow et al. (1986, 1987) and Sparrow and Chuck (1987).
Most of the previous studies did not account for the buoyancy effects
on the flow and heat transfer.

Very recently Lin et al. (1989) have

shown that the buoyancy forces influence significantly the flow and
heat transfer characteristics in a vertical duct with backward-facing
step.

The present analysis extends that study to the inclined duct

geometry.
The present study examines the effects of the buoyancy parameter
Grx/ReQ^ and the inclination angle

7

on the flow and heat transfer
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characteristics of separated flow in ducts with a backward-facing
step.

Numerical solutions are carried out for laminar air flow (Pr -

0.7) in an inclined two-dimensional duct with a backward-facing step
under the buoyancy-assisting flow condition.

Numerical results of

interest, such as Nusselt numbers, velocity and temperature distribu
tions, reattachment lengths, and friction coefficients, are presented
to illustrate the effects of inclination angle and the buoyancy force
on these parameters.

ANALYSIS

Consider the two-dimensional, laminar convective flow in an
inclined duct with a sudden expansion behind a backward-facing step of
height s as shown in Fig. 1.

The upper straight wall of the duct is

maintained at a uniform temperature equal to the inlet air temperature
Tq .

The lower stepped wall downstream of the step is heated to a uni

form temperature Tw .

The upstream portion of the stepped wall and the

backward-facing step are treated as adiabatic.
length of the duct is

The inlet upstream

and the exit downstream length of the duct is

considered infinite but the calculation domain is limited to a length
of xe .

The smaller section of the duct upstream of the step has a

height h and the larger section downstream of the step has a height H
- h + s.

Air flows into the duct at an average inlet velocity

u 0 and

an average temperature T0 . The gravitational acceleration g is acting
vertically downward.
Under the constant property assumption and the Boussinesq
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approximation, the governing conservation equations for the physical
problem described can be written in the non-dimensional form as:

au
ax

—

av
+

—

o

(1)

a 2u '

Grx

3Y2 ,

Res2

' a 2v

a 2v '

Gry

. ax2

3Y2

Res2

' a 2u

au
au
— +v —
ax
3Y

3P

l

ax

Reg

av
av
— +v —
ax
3Y

ap

1

3Y

Reg

ae

-

3Y

(2 )
ax2

(3)

1

ae

u — + v ----- --------ax
3Y
Pr Re

a 26

a'- u

ax1

8YZ

(4)

The dimensionless parameters in the above equations are defined by:
U - u/uQ , V - v/uQ , X - x/s, Y - y/s,
e -

(T - T 0 )/(TW - T0),

P - (p + pgx cosy + pgy siny)/pu0 2

(5)

Pr - i//a, Res - u0 s/i/, Grs - gj0(Tw - Tq )s 3 /i/ 2

The last term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) rep
resents the buoyancy force contribution.
kinematic viscosity v ,

The thermal diffusivity a,

and the thermal expansion coefficient

are

evaluated at the film temperature Tf - (T0 + Tw )/2.
The boundary conditions for the above set of equations are:
(a)

Upstream inlet conditions
At X - — X^ and 1 ^ Y ^ H/s:

U - ui/uo> V - 6 — 0

(6 a)

where u^ is the local inlet velocity distribution which was taken
as having a parabolic profile and u 0 is the average inlet
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velocity; that is,
ui/uo “
(b)

6

u ^/Uq

is given by

[“ y 2 + (H + s)y - Hs]/(H - s ) 2

(6 b)

Downstream exit conditions
At X - Xe and 0 <; Y s H/s: 3U/3X - 320/3X2 - 3V/3X - 0

(6 c)

along with an overall mass conservation check at exit.
(c)

Straight wall
At Y - H/s and - X t S X S Xe : U - V - 9 - 0

(d)

(6 d)

Stepped wall
Upstream of the step,
AtY-land-Xi <X<0:

U - V - 30/3Y - 0

(6 e)

At the step
At X - 0 and 0 5 Y S 1:

U-O.V-O,

30/3X - 0

(6 f)

Downstream of the step
At Y - 0 and 0 < X < Xe : U - V - O ,
The length

0-1

(6 g)

xe from the step to the downstream end of the calcu

lation domain was chosen to be 100 steps (i.e. Xe - 100).

Calcula

tions has verified that the flow will become fully developed at the
end of this section.

The length x^ for the upstream calculation

domain was chosen to be 5 steps (i.e. X^ - 5) and the inlet velocity
profile was specified as parabolic and the inlet temperature as uni
form at T0 .
The governing system of coupled partial differential equations
was solved by a finite difference scheme embodied in the computer code
TEACH, using the SIMPLE algorithm.

The solution procedure started

with initial guesses for the velocities, temperatures, and pressure
fields and an iteration was performed until a converged solution was
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obtained.

The momentum equations were used first in the iteration

process, using the estimated temperature for the buoyancy force calcu
lations, and then the energy equation was used to upgrade the tempera
ture, and this process was repeated for each iteration step.

Conver

gence of the solution was considered satisfactory when the normalized
residuals of each equation, summed over the whole calculation domain,
was smaller than

0

.0

1

.

A nonuniform grid distribution was used in the calculations, both
in the longitudinal and in the cross flow directions. A large number
of grid points were used near the step and the reattachment point in
the x coordinate direction, and near the walls of the duct in the y
coordinate direction where a steep variation of velocities occurs.
These locations were found from preliminary calculations using equally
spaced grids.

Solutions were performed with different grid densities

and the required grid number for ensuring grid-independent solutions
was determined for different Reynolds numbers.

For the range of par

ameters examined in this study, ReQ < 200, it was found that a grid
density of Nx X Ny - 128 X 50 is sufficient for providing a gridindependent solution.

A larger grid density of 250 x 70 was used to

confirm the convergence of solutions.

The results presented in this

study were generated by using a grid density of 128 x 50.

The number

of grid points used in the x-coordinate for the upstream inlet domain
(which is 5 steps) were limited to 15 grid points, and the maximum minimum grid spacing was s/2 - s/10 respectively in that section.

The

remaining 113 grid points in the x coordinates were distributed along
the calculation domain downstream of the step (which is

100

steps
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long), where the maximum
respectively.

-

minimum grid

spacing

was 1.5s - s/10

The rate of changes in grid spacing was less than 1.2

and larger than 0.8, i.e. 0.8 < A x ^ A x ^ ^ < 1.2, or 0.8 < Ayn/Ayn + 1 <
1.2.

The maximum grid spacing is located at the fully developed down

stream section because the variations of the calculated quantities
along the streamwise direction are very small.

The minimum grid spac

ing is located near the wall region where the calculated quantities
have large variations.

The ratio between the maximum and minimum grid

spacing, Axmax/Aymin, is less than 500.

The computer program was run

on a CRAY X/MP supercomputer, and a solution converged in less than
1000 iterations while utilizing approximately 2-4 min. of CPU.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computer code and the numerical scheme were validated by pre
dicting the fluid flow measurements of Armaly et al. (1983), the pre
dicted Nusselt numbers of Sparrow et al. (1987), and the analytically
predicted velocity and temperature distributions of Aung and Worku
(1986).

An excellent agreement was found to exist between the present

and the previous predictions and/or measurements, as was discussed by
Lin et al. (1989).
In this study attention is focused on a specific backward-facing
step geometry, with an expansion ratio of 2 and a step height of 0.48
cm.

The straight wall of the duct is maintained at the inlet air tem

perature of 20°C.

The stepped wall of the duct is maintained

adiabatic for the upstream section of the step and for the step
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itself, while the downstream section behind the step is maintained at
a higher but uniform temperature of 50°C.

These conditions were

selected because they could cover the whole domain of pure forced con
vection, mixed convection, pure free convection and starved convective
flow conditions.

It has been assumed in this study that the flow

remains stable and laminar throughout the calculation domain, an
assumption which must be verified experimentally.
For convenience, a temperature difference of (Tw — TQ - 1°C) was
chosen to simulate the pure forced convection flow conditions.

The

use of a finite downstream length was examined by varying that length
from 100s to 200s, and additional 130 grid points in the x direction
were used for the longer domain.
downstream length of
results.
of

100

100

It was found that the additional

s has very small effects on the numerical

As a result, the domain of 128 x 50 with a downstream length

s was used in this study with the stated boundary conditions to

simulate fully developed conditions at the exit.
The general flow characteristics as affected by increasing the
inclination angle (i.e. decreasing the buoyancy force) from

0

degrees

(vertical) to 90 degrees (horizontal), is clearly shown in Fig. 2 for
Reynolds number, Re0 , of 50 with (Tw - TQ) of 50°C.

Each of the

figures captures only a small region of the calculation domain to
highlight the influence of the inclination angle and the buoyancy
force on the recirculation region and the reattachment point.

They

illustrate the stream function behavior for a fixed Reynolds number,
ReQ , of 50 and wall temperature difference of 50°C for five
inclination angles (0, 25, 50, 75 and 90 degrees).

The pure forced
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convection case at the same Reynolds number is also presented for com
parison in this figure.
At the vertical position

(7

- 0 degrees), the streamwise buoyancy

force component Grx/Re0^ has its maximum value, whereas the transverse
buoyancy force component Gry/ReQ^ is zero.
can observe some flow reversal and

flow

At that orientation, one
penetration

from

the exit

section, along the cool wall due to entrainment of the flow at the
exit.

As will be discussed later, for the conditions illustrated in

Fig. 2 for

7

- O 0, Re0 - 50 and AT - 50°C, the flow is starved at the

inlet section of the duct.

The starved flow condition implies con

straining the average inlet velocity to a level smaller than what
could occur under free convections conditions.

In the starved condi

tion regime, fluid is entrained from the exit section and flows in a
reverse direction relative to the inlet flow along the colder wall to
a given penetration depth.

The entrained fluid from the exit feeds

the buoyancy induced flow to balance the momentum and the frictional
forces in the duct.

The penetration depth of the reversed flow adja

cent to the cool wall decreases and the reattachment point of the
recirculation region behind the step increases as the inclination
angle is increased due to a decrease in the streamwise buoyancy force
component Grx/Re0^.

The results indicate that, when the inclination

angle is increased to 50 degrees, the penetration depth of the
reversed flow moves backward and out of the exit plane, and disap
pears.

At 90 degrees (i.e., the horizontal case), the flow pattern is

very much like that for pure forced convection with zero buoyancy
forces.

The slight difference between the case of horizontal mixed
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convection flow and the case of pure forced convection, that is also
shown in Fig. 2, lies in the irregular flows near the upper corner of
the step.

The wall forming the step at this inclination angle has the

strongest transverse buoyancy force component Gry/Re0^ which leads to
some instability in the flow.

The above discussion assumes that the

flow remains laminar and vortex instabilities do not develop on the
heated inclined or horizontal surface.

The validity of this assump

tion awaits experimental verification.
The developments of the velocity and the temperature profiles
throughout the calculation domain are shown, respectively, in Figs. 3
and 4.

These two figures display the behaviors of the velocity and

the temperature profiles at several downstream locations, for several
inclination angles, for a Reynolds number of 50 and a temperature dif
ference of 50°C.

The developments of the velocity distribution from

its inlet parabolic distribution to its fully developed distribution
far downstream from the step is shown in Fig. 3.

The fully developed

velocity distribution, however, is different for different values of
the buoyancy parameter and could include regions of reversed flow as
discussed by Aung and Worku (1986).

Similarly, the temperature pro

files, Fig. 4, develop through the separation region from its inlet
uniform distribution to its fully developed linear distribution far
downstream from the step.

Both profiles are compared with the derived

analytical solutions for inclined buoyancy-assisting flow.

Equation

(7 ) and (8 ) are the analytical solutions of velocity and temperature
profiles for fully developed inclined channel flow.

The derivation of

these equations are very similar to that described in the paper of
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Axing and Worku (1986) with an assumption of negligible Gry in the
Y-momentum equation.

They are

1 , 1
U - Grv/Re_ ( ----Yz + - Y
x
8
12
4

1

3 , 3

----) Y - - Yz + - Y
6
4
2

(7)

1

e

- - y
2

(8 )

where 0 i Y i 2
The transverse buoyancy parameter, Gry, has small effects on the
velocity and temperature profiles, and a good agreement (less than

1

%

error) exists between the numerically predicted and the analytically
derived fully developed profiles.

The analytical solution neglected

the effects of Gry in developing the fully developed profiles, but
that parameter was a part of the numerical solution.
The velocity and the temperature distributions at a fixed axial
distance from the step, X - 1.38, for Reynolds number of 50 and tem
perature difference of 50°C are presented in Figs 5 and
tively, for five inclination angles.

6

, respec

As the angle of inclination

increases, the streamwise buoyancy force decreases and the reattach
ment length increases.

Also, as the inclination angle increases, the

negative velocity in the recirculation zone increases (corresponds to
a decrease in the streamwise velocity), and the streamwise velocity
outside the recirculation zone increases to maintain mass balance (see
Fig. 5).

The fluid temperature increases as the inclination angle

increases, as can be seen in Fig.

6

. This latter behavior is attrib

uted directly to the changes in the velocity distribution and the
required energy balance.
The effect of buoyancy forces on the Nusselt number is
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illustrated in Figs. 7 and

8

for Reynolds number ReQ of 50 and temper

ature difference of 50°C.

The Nusselt number is defined in this study

in terms of the average bulk fluid temperature and the step height as
follows:
Heated wall:
Nus - (- k3T/fly)y- 0
-

s/[k(Tw - Tb )]

[<TW “ T0 ) / ( T W - Tb ) ] ( - 3 fl/ a Y )Y_ o

(9)

Cool wall:
Nus - (- k3T/9y)y_H s/[k(Tb - Tc)]
- [<TW - T 0 )/(Tb - T0)](—

a e / a y )y _H/ s

<i o )

The streamwise variation of the bulk fluid temperature is shown
in Fig. 9 for the case of Re0 - 50 and AT - 50°C.

The bulk tempera

ture Increases gradually with distance downstream from the step and
reaches a constant value in the fully developed region of the flow.
Its magnitude increases as the inclination

7

increases due to a

decrease in the streamwise buoyancy parameter Grx/Re0^ .

For a given

inclination angle, the Nusselt number at the heated wall, Fig. 7,
starts with a minimum value at the base, increases as a function of
the distance X from the step to a maximum value, and then decreases
asymptotically to its constant, fully developed value in the fully
developed region.

The Nusselt number at the heated wall decreases as

the inclination angle increases mainly due to an increase in the bulk
fluid temperature.

At the cool wall, the Nusselt number increases

monotonically as a function of the distance from the step from

0

at

the step location to a constant value in the fully developed region.
Its magnitude also decreases as the inclination angle increases,
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similar to the heated wall, basically due to the increase in the bulk
temperature.
given angle

The fully developed value of the Nusselt number for a
7

is the same at both the cool and heated walls because

linear temperature profile exists in that region.

The minimum and

the maximum values of the Nusselt numbers at the heated wall as a
function of the inclination angle are presented in Fig. 10 for Re0 50, 100 and AT - 50°.

For higher Re0 , the maximum Nus is also higher,

but the minimum Nus is lower, and they both decrease as the inclina
tion angle increases.

This is due to a corresponding decrease in the

streamwise buoyancy parameter, Grx/Re02 .

The distance where the

Nusselt number reaches its maximum value Xjj is presented in Fig. 11,
and it increases with Reynolds number and with the angle of inclina
tion.
The recirculating flow region behind the step and the reversed
flow region adjacent to the cool wall can be explored in more details
by examining Figs. 12 - 14.

The variation of the shear stress or the

friction factor (CfRe0 , where Cf - ji3u/3y|wan

/(puQ2 /2) with

properties evaluated at Tf) as a function of the streamwise coordi
nates X is presented in Figs. 12 and 13 for the heated and the cool
wall, respectively.

When the shear stress is positive, the fluid

adjacent to the wall is moving in the streamwise direction, i.e. there
is no reverse flow.
exists near the wall.

When the shear stress is negative, a reverse flow
For example, a recirculation region appears

behind the step for the heated wall, Fig. 12, at all inclination
angles except for the vertical case.

For this case the shear stress

at the heated wall is positive throughout the downstream location.
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This fact can also be observed from the results that are presented in
Fig. 2 where the streamlines behind the step do not attach to the
wall.

As

the

inclination

angle

increases,

a small

secondary

recirculation region develops at the lower corner of the step and a
primary recirculation region develops in front of

the

secondary

recirculation region as a result of flow reattachraent, as can be seen
from Figs. 2 and 12.

The reattachment length and the size of the

recirculating regions (secondary and primary) are presented in Fig.
11.

It is seen that the reattachment length of the primary recircu

lating region, Xr , increases with inclination angle and the reverse is
true for the length of the secondary recirculating region, X0 .
The shear stress at the cool wall, as presented in Fig. 13,
becomes negative along the streamwise direction for inclination angle
of 0, 25, and 50 degrees, which indicates the occurrence of reverse
flow adjacent to the cool wall.

This reverse flow occurs due to

starved inlet flow condition, which causes flow entrainment (reverse
flow) from the exit section of the duct along the cool wall.

The

penetration depth of the reversed flow region adjacent to the cool
wall, Xp, as measured from the step, is presented in Fig. 14 as a
function of the inclination angle.

For angles larger than 50 degree

the reversed flow adjacent to the cool wall was not observed.
The four flow regimes of starved, free, mixed and forced convec
tive flows can be identified by comparing the forces resulting from
the pressure drop across the flow domain, Fp (friction force), to the
forces resulting from the changes in kinetic energy across the flow
domain,

(momentum forces), as shown in Fig. 15.

When Fp - F^ the
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flow corresponds to free convection flow.

When Fp < Fk , it corre

sponds to starved convection flow, and when Fp > F^ it corresponds to
mixed or forced convective flow.

The

results

in

presented in terms of the nondimensional parameter,

Fig. 15

are also

Grx/Re0 , as shown

in Fig. 16 where the results for the two Reynolds numbers ReQ - 50 and
100 collapse into a single line.

For the geometry studied, the free

convection condition corresponds to Grx/Re0 w 5.

For a value of

Grs/Re0 > 5 and Fp - F^ < 0 along the line, the starved flow condition
prevails and for Grs/Re0 < 5 and Fp - F^ > 0 along the line, the mixed
and forced convections prevail.

CONCLUSIONS

The significant effects induced by buoyancy forces on the flow
and the heat transfer in an inclined duct with a backward-facing step
are demonstrated and quantified in this numerical study.

The full

range of mixed convective flow, from the pure forced convective flow
to the inlet starved convective flow, was examined.

As expected, the

most significant parameter in the buoyancy-assisting flow in an
inclined duct is the streamwise buoyancy parameter Grx/Re0^.

The

effect of transverse Grashof number Gry is less significant in this
study due to the neglect of vortex instability.

This instability is

expected to become more important as the wall temperature (temperature
difference) increases.

The reattachment length behind the step

increases as the inclination angle from the vertical increases, which
corresponds to a decrease in the streamwise buoyancy force. A reverse
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flow from the exit section of the duct develops adjacent the cool wall
when the Inlet flow Is starved.

The flow regimes can be classified as

free convection when Grx/Re0 » 5, starved convective flow when Grx/Re0
> 5, and mixed or forced convection flow when Grx/Re0 < 5 along the
(Fp ” Fk> v s - Grs/Reo U n e -
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BUOYANCY-OPPOSING MIXED CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER IN INCLINED
BACKWARD-FACING STEP FLOWS
by
J. T. Lin , B. F. Armaly, and T. S. Chen
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401

ABSTRACT
Mixed convection heat transfer results for two-dimensional lami
nar buoyancy-opposing flow in an inclined duct with a backward-facing
step are reported.

Velocity and temperature distributions along with

Nusselt numbers and wall friction coefficients are presented for dif
ferent inclination angles and buoyancy force parameters.

In contrast

to the buoyancy-assisting flow case, the buoyancy-opposing flow case
experiences a decrease in the bulk fluid temperature and the Nusselt
number at the heated wall, when the buoyancy parameter increases.

At

the same time the reattachment length and the pressure drop along the
duct length increase.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

- cross sectional area

Cf

- friction coefficient defined by rw/(pu0 2 /2)

Ffc - net force due to differences in kinetic energy (F^ Ja K p u 2)*, ~ (pu2 )Q ]dA/2)
F„

- net force due to differences in pressure (Fp Ja (Po “ Pe)^)

g

- gravitational acceleration

Grg - Grashof number based on the step height, g/?(Tw — T0 )s^/i/ 2
Grx - Grscos7
Gry - Grssin7
h

- channel height at inlet

H

- channel height at exit

k

- thermal conductivity

Nus - local Nusselt number, as defined by Eq. (9) or Eq. (10)
p

- pressure

P

- dimensionless pressure defined by (p + p g x c o s y + p g y sin7 )/(pu2)

Pr

- Prandtl number

Res - Reynolds number based on the step height, uQs/V
Re0 - uQs/ v Q
s

- step height

T

- temperature

Tfc

- bulk temperature

Tq

- inlet temperature

Tw

- temperature of heated wall

u

- streamwise velocity component

u^

- local inlet velocity
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uQ

- average inlet velocity

U

- dimensionless streamwise velocity component, u/uQ

v

- transverse velocity component

V

- dimensionless transverse velocity component,

x

- streamwise coordinate as measured from thestep

xe

- downstream length from the step

x^

- inlet length upstream of step

xn

- location of peak Nusselt number

xQ

- secondary recirculation length

xp

- penetration depth of the reversed flow

xr

- reattachment length

X

— dimensionless streamwise coordinate, x/s

v/uQ

^ e »^i >^n >^o >^p >^r “ xe/s >xi/s,xn/s *xo/s >xp/s >xr/s
y

- transverse coordinate

Y

- dimensionless transverse coordinate, y/s

/S

— volumetric expansion coefficient

<f>

- inclination angle as measured from the buoyancy-opposing
vertical duct position

7

- inclination angle as measured from the buoyancy-assisting
vertical duct position

pQ

-

$

- dimensionless temperature, (T — T0 )/(TW - T0)

rw

- local wall shear stress, /i(3u/3y)w

v

- kinematic viscosity

inlet density

Subscripts
e

- exit conditions
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o

- inlet conditions

w

- wall conditions
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INTRODUCTION
Thermal buoyancy forces play a significant role in heat transfer
when the flow velocity is relatively small and the temperature differ
ence between the surface and the fluid is relatively large.

Buoyancy

forces could be either opposing or assisting the flow, and each situa
tion influences the velocity and temperature distributions and the
heat transfer differently.

Their influences have been examined exten

sively for laminar flow adjacent to flat plates and in straight ducts.
Very recently Lin et al. (1989a and 1989b) reported some results for
mixed convection in buoyancy-assisting separated flow behind a back
ward facing step in a duct, and a rather comprehensive review of the
literature on heat transfer in separated flow was presented.

The case

of mixed convection in the buoyancy-opposing separated flow has not
been examined in the open literature, and this has motivated the pre
sent study.
The present study examines numerically the effects of buoyancy
parameter Grx/Re0^ and the inclination angle <f> on the flow and the
heat transfer characteristics of separated flow in a duct with a back
ward-facing step for the buoyancy-opposing flow condition.

Numerical

solutions are presented for laminar air flow (Pr - 0.7) in an
inclined, two-dimensional duct with a backward-facing step under the
buoyancy-opposing flow condition.

Results of interest, such as Nus

selt numbers, velocity and temperature distributions, reattachment
lengths, and friction coefficients are presented.
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ANALYSIS
Consider a two-dimensional, laminar convective flow in an
inclined duct with a sudden expansion behind a backward-facing step of
height s as shown in Fig. 1.

The upper straight wall of the duct is

maintained at a uniform temperature equal to the inlet air temperature
T0 .

The lower stepped wall downstream of the step is heated to a

uniform temperature Tw . The upstream portion of the stepped wall and
the backward-facing step are treated as adiabatic.
length of the duct is

The inlet upstream

and the exit downstream length of the duct is

considered infinite but the calculation domain is limited to a length
of xe .

The smaller section of the duct upstream of the step has a

height h and the larger section downstream of the step has a height H
- h + s.

Air flows into the duct at an average inlet velocity of u0

and an average temperature of T0 . The gravitational acceleration g is
acting vertically downward.
Under the constant property assumption and the Boussinesq approx
imation, the governing conservation equations for the physical problem
described can be written in the non-dimensional form as:

au av
+ — — o
ax 3Y

—

au
ax
av
ax

U

V

au
3Y

■

1
ap
ax ' Reg

av
ap
v ----- - 3Y
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ax

8Y

1

3Y ' Res
1

( 1)

' a2u

a2u ]

Grx

. ax2

8Y:

Res

f a2v

a2v ]

Gry

k ax2

3Y2

Res

' d2e

820

_ ax2

8Y2

4

(2 )

(3)

(4)

Pr Res
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The dimensionless parameters in the above equations are defined by:
U - u/uQP V - v/u0 , X - x/s, Y - y/s,
6 - (T - T0 )/(TW - Tq),

P - (p + pgx cosy + pgy siny)/puQ 2

(5)

Pr - v / a , Res - uQs/i/, Grs - g/3(Tw - TG)s3 /i/ 2
Grx - Grs cosy

Gry - Grs siny

The thermal diffusivity a, kinematic viscosity u ,

and the volumetric

thermal expansion coefficient fl are evaluated at the film temperature
Tf - (T0 + Tw )/2.

The boundary conditions for the above set of

equations are:
(a)

Upstream inlet conditions
At X - — X^ and 1 < Y < H/s: U - u^/uQ , V - 0, 0 - 0

(6 a)

where u^ is the local inlet velocity distribution which was taken as
having a parabolic profile and uQ is the average inlet velocity; that
is,

u ^/Uq

is given by

u j /Uq

(b)

-

6

[- y 2 + (H + s)y - Hs]/(H - s )

2

(6 b)

Downstream exit condition
At X - Xe and 0 < Y < H/s: 3U/3X - 0, 320/3X2 - 0,
3V/3X - 0

(6 c)

along with an overall mass conservation check at exit.
(c)

Straight wall
At Y - H/s and - X t < X < Xe : U - 0, V - 0, 0 - 0

(d)

(6 d)

Stepped wall
Upstream of the step
At Y - 1 and - Xt < X < 0: U - 0, V - 0 , 30/3Y - 0

(6 e)
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At the step
At X - 0 and 0

Y < 1: U - 0, V - 0, 8 9 / d X - 0

(6 f)

Downstream of the step
At Y - 0 and 0 < X ^ Xe : U - 0, V - 0, 9 - 1

(6 g)

The last term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) rep
resents the buoyancy force contribution.

The length

xe from the step

to the downstream end of the calculation domain was chosen to be
steps (i.e. Xe - 100).

100

Calculations has verified that the flow will

become fully developed at the end of this section.

The length x^ for

the upstream calculation dumain was chosen Lo be 5 sleps (I.e.

-

5), and the inlet velocity profile was specified as parabolic and the
inlet temperature as uniform at T0 .
The governing system of coupled partial differential equations
was solved by a finite difference scheme embodied in the computer code
TEACH, using the SIMPLE algorithm.

The solution procedure started

with initial estimates for the velocities, temperatures, and pressure
fields and an iteration was performed until a converged solution was
obtained.

The momentum equations were used first in the iteration

process, using the estimated temperature for the buoyancy force calcu
lations, and then the energy equation was used to upgrade the tempera
ture, and this process was repeated for each iteration step.

Conver

gence of the solution was considered satisfactory when the normalized
residuals of each equation, summed over the whole calculation domain,
was smaller than

0

.0

1

.

A nonuniform grid distribution was used in the calculations, both
in the longitudinal and in the cross flow directions. A large number
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of grid points were used near the step and the reattachment point in
the x coordinate direction, and near the walls of the duct in the y
coordinate direction where a steep variation of velocities occurs.
These locations were found from preliminary calculations using equally
spaced grids.

Solutions were performed with different grid densities

and the required grid number for ensuring grid-independent solutions
was determined for different Reynolds numbers.

For the range of par

ameters examined in this study, ReQ < 200, it was found that a grid
density of Nx x Ny - 128 x 50 is sufficient for providing a
grid-independent solution.

A larger grid density of 250 x 70 was used

to confirm the convergence of solutions.

The results presented in

this study were generated by using a grid density of 128 x 50,

The

number of grid points used in the x-coordinate for the upstream inlet
domain (which is 5 steps) were limited to 15 grid points, and the max
imum - minimum grid spacing was s/ 2
tion.

- s/ 1 0 respectively in that sec

The remaining 113 grid points in the x coordinates were dis

tributed along the calculation domain downstream of the step (which is
100

steps long), where the maximum - minimum grid spacing was 1.5s

-s/10 respectively.

The rate of changes in streamwise grid spacing

was less than 1.2 or larger than 0.8, i.e. 0.8 < Axn/Axn+^ < 1.2.
Similarly, the rate of changes in cross stream grid spacing was larger
than 0.8 or less than 1.2, i.e. 0.8 < Ayn/Ayn+i < 1.2.

The maximum

grid spacing is located at the downstream fully developed exit because
the variations of the calculated quantities is very small.

The mini

mum grid spacing is located near the wall region due to the existence
of the large variations of the calculated quantities.

The ratio
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between the maximum and minimum grid spacing, Axmax/Aym ^n> is less
than 500.

The computer program was run on a CRAY X/MP supercomputer,

and a solution converged in less than

1000

iterations while utilizing

approximately 2-4 min. of CPU.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computer code and the numerical scheme were first used to
check the fluid flow measurements of Armaly et al. (1983), the pre
dicted Nusselt numbers of Sparrow et al. (1987), and the analytically
predicted velocity and temperature distributions of Aung and Worku
(1986).

An excellent agreement was obtained between the present and

the previous predictions and/or measurements, as was shown by Lin et
al. (1989)
In this study, calculations were performed for a specific back
ward-facing step geometry with an expansion ratio of two and a step
height of 0.48 cm.

The straight wall of the duct is maintained at the

inlet air temperature of 20°C.

The stepped wall of the duct is main

tained adiabatic for the upstream section of the step and the step
itself, while the downstream section behind the step is maintained at
a higher but uniform temperature 50°C.

The upstream length of 5

steps, and both the wall temperature and fluid velocity selected so
that the buoyancy-opposing force has very little effect on the inlet
conditions.

The flow enters downward along the duct from the top and

the induced buoyancy force acts upward (i.e. under the buoyancyopposing condition) because Tw > TQ , as shown in Fig. 1.

It has been
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assumed in this study that the flow remains stable and laminar
throughout the calculation domain, an assumption which must be veri
fied experimentally.
The general flow characteristics as affected by increasing the
inclination angle <f> (decreasing the streamwise buoyancy force) from

0

degree (vertical) to 90 degrees (horizontal), is clearly shown in Fig.
2 for Re0 - 50 with (Tw - T0) - 50°C.

The flow separates behind the

backward-facing step, and a recirculation region forms between the
step and the downstream wall.
or

7

At the vertical position (<f> — 0 degree

- 180 degrees), the streamwise buoyancy force component -Grx/Re0^

(Grx - Grs COS7 is negative in buoyancy-opposing condition) has its
maximum absolute value.

In that orientation, at high buoyancy parame

ter, the buoyancy opposing force induces a flow adjacent to the heated
wall with a direction opposite to the inlet flow, as shown in Figs. 2
and 3.

The reverse flow prevents the main inlet flow from attaching

to the heated wall, thus causing the recirculation region to develop
in the middle of the flow domain between two streams that are moving
in an opposite direction to each other, as shown in Fig. 2.
As the inclination angle <f> increases, the streamwise buoyancyopposing force decreases.

This decreases the magnitude of the buoy

ancy induced reverse flow adjacent to the heated wall, and the main
inlet flow starts to be bent sharper toward the heated wall and reat
taches to it when the inclination angle ^ is 75 degrees as shown in
Fig. 2.

As the inclination angle <f> continues to increase, decreasing

the streamwise buoyancy force, the reattachment length decreases and
approaches its forced convection value when the duct is horizontal at

90

^ - 90 degrees.

The forced convection conditions are also presented

in Fig. 2, and are simulated by reducing the temperature difference
between the wall and the inlet flow to (Tw - T0) - 1°C.

The results

that are presented in this study assume that the flow remains laminar
and two dimensional for the cases considered.

These assumptions need

experimental verifications.
The developments of the velocity and temperature distributions
throughout the calculation domain are shown, respectively, in Figs. 3
and 4.

These two figures display the general behaviors of the velo

city and the temperature distributions at several downstream loca
tions, for several inclination

angles, for a Reynolds number of 50

and a temperature difference of 50°C.

The developments of the velo

city distribution from its inlet parabolic distribution to its fully
developed distribution far downstream from the step is shown in Fig.
3.

The fully developed velocity distribution however is different for

different buoyancy parameters as discussed by Aung and Worku (1986).
The figure shows clearly the reversed flow that develops adjacent to
the heated wall when the duct is oriented vertically.

Similarly, the

temperature profiles, Fig. 4 develops through the separation region
from its inlet uniform distribution to its fully developed linear dis
tribution far downstream from the step.

The fully developed tempera

ture and velocity distributions compare very well (less than

1

% error)

with the analytically derived expressions, Equation (7) and (8 ), for
the buoyancy-opposing, fully-developed mixed convection flow in an
inclined duct.

These equations can be derived in a manner similar to

that given in the paper by Aung and Worku (1986) and are expressed by
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12

4

6

4

(7)

2

1

8 ---Y

(8 )

2

where 0 < Y ^ 2.

In deriving these expressions the traverse buoyancy

parameter, Gry, was assumed to be negligible, and the numerical
results, which accounted for that parameter, verified that assumption.
The effects of inclination angle, or the streamwise buoyancy par
ameter, on both the velocity and the temperature distributions at a
cross section within the recirculation region, X - 1.38, are illus
trated in Figs. 5 and

6

, respectively.

The size of the recirculation

region is decreased as the duct is rotated from the vertical (<f> degree) to the horizontal

0

- 90 degrees) orientation as a results of

the decrease in the streamwise buoyancy parameter.

Such a decrease in

the streamwise buoyancy force makes it possible for the main inlet
flow to reattach to the heated wall when ^ becomes large.

In addi

tion, the magnitude of the maximum velocities in and against the
streamwise direction, is seen to decrease as the inclination angle <f>
increases or as the streamwise buoyancy parameter decreases.

Simi

larly, the temperature at a given distance Y - y/s from the heated
wall increases as the duct is rotated from the vertical to the hori
zontal orientation because of a decrease in the streamwise buoyancy
parameter.
The effects of the inclination angle on the Nusselt number at the
heated and cool walls are illustrated in Fig. 7 and

8

number Re 0 of 50 and a temperature difference of 50°C.

for a Reynolds
The Nusselt

number is defined in terms of the bulk fluid temperature and the step
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height as follows:
For heated wall:
Nus - (- k3T/dy) y _

0

s/[k(Tw - Tb )]

- [<TW - T0 )/(TW - Tb )]/(— Sfl/SY) Y

(9)

-0

For cool wall:
Nus - (- k3T/3y)y_H s/[k<Tb - T0)]

ae/a y )y -h /s

- l(Tw - T0 )/(Tb - Tc))/(—

0-°>

The magnitude of the Nusselt number at the heated wall, Fig. 7,
starts with a minimum value at the base, increases as a function of
distance, X, to its maximum value at Xn , and is then followed by a
gradual decrease to its constant fully developed value.
increases as the duct is rotated from the vertical (<f> horizontal

Its magnitude
0

degree) to

- 90 degrees) orientation, or when the streamwise buoy

ancy parameter |-Grx/Re0^| decreases.
for the cool wall as shown in Fig.

8

A similar behavior is observed

. The bulk fluid temperature,

Fig. 9, increases as a function of the distance, X, from the step.

It

is seen that a higher streamwise buoyancy parameter, or a smaller
inclination angle <f>, results in a lower bulk fluid temperature and a
lower Nusselt number.
The minimum and maximum values of the Nusselt numbers as a func
tion of the inclination angle are presented in Fig. 10 for Re0 - 50,
100 and AT - 50°C.

A flow with a higher Reynolds number, Rec ,

O
corresponds to a smaller streamwise buoyancy parameter, G r x / R e ^ , and
results in a higher maximum and a lower minimum Nusselt numbers.
ilarly, an increase in the inclination angle ^ corresponds to a

Sim
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decrease in the streamwise buoyancy parameter and results in an
increase in the maximum and the minimum Nusselt numbers.

The loca

tions where the Nusselt number reaches its maximum value, Xn , the
reattachment length, Xr , and the size of the secondary recirculation
region, XD , are presented in Fig. 11 as a function of the inclination
angle.

For a given Reynolds number and a temperature difference, the

reattachment length, Xr , reached its maximum value when the duct is
vertical, or when the streamwise buoyancy parameter,

|-Grx/Re0^| is

maximum, and it reaches its minimum value when the duct is horizontal.
A higher streamwise buoyancy parameter gives rise to a larger recircu
lation region (i.e. larger Xr), and the buoyancy-induced reverse flow
adjacent to the heated wall could prevent the main flow from reattach
ing to the wall (see Fig. 2 for 4> < 75 degrees and Fig. 11).

In the

present study, for inclination angles ^ less than 75° the reattachment
length Xr is larger than the length where the Nusselt number reaches
its maximum value X ^

or (Xr > X ^ , and for inclination angles <f>

larger than 75° the maximum Nusselt number occurs at a location
upstream of the reattachment point (i.e. Xn > Xr) .
The variation of the shear stress or the friction factor (Cf Re0 ,
where Cf - /i(du/3y)wan

/(pu0 ^/2) with properties evaluated at Tf) at

the heated wall and the cool wall as a function of the streamwise
coordinates X are presented in figures 12 and 13, respectively.

When

the shear stress is positive then the fluid adjacent to the wall is
moving in the streamwise direction, (i.e., there is no reverse flow)
and the opposite occurs when the shear stress is negative.

For

example, the shear stress is negative along the entire length of the
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heated wall when the duct is vertical.

This implies that there is a

reverse flow all the way through the exit section which prevents the
main inlet flow from reattaching to the heated wall.

This condition

is true for inclination angle ^ < 50° as shown in Fig. 12.

The

results in Fig. 13 show that the shear stress at the cool wall is pos
itive for all inclination angles, thus there is no reverse flow adja
cent to it.

The shear stress at both the cool wall and the heated

wall increases as the streamwise buoyancy parameter increases ( i.e.,
as <f> decreases).
The flow has approximately the same recirculation region and
reattachment length as the pure forced convection flow when the duct
is horizontal.

For that orientation the flow adjacent to the heated

wall is moving in the streamwise direction, and reverse flow at the
exit section does not exist.

As the streamwise buoyancy-parameter

|-Grx/ReQ2| increases with the decrease of <f> from 90“ to 0°, a reverse
flow develops adjacent to the heated wall which can prevent the inlet
flow from attaching to the heated wall (no reattachment). The reat
tachment length xr starts from 3.0s at ^ - 90° for Re 0 - 50, and it
increases as the angle decreases or as the streamwise buoyancy parame
ter increases.

As the duct is rotated toward the horizontal direc

tion, the streamwise buoyancy force becomes zero and for that laminar
flow region a higher Reynolds number is associated with a higher reat
tachment length.

But when the streamwise buoyancy parameter is high,

(that is, when the duct is at an inclined position close to vertical
for a given wall temperature) an increase in the Reynolds number
causes a decrease the streamwise buoyancy parameter, which in turn
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decreases the reattachment length.

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of inclination angle on laminar buoyancy-opposing
mixed convection in separated flow in a duct with backward facing step
are reported.

As the inclination angle increases, as measured from

the vertical buoyancy-opposing flow orientation, the streamwise buoy
ancy parameter decreases, which causes both the reattachment length
and the wall shear stress to decrease, and the Nusselt number to
increase.

At high streamwise buoyancy parameter, a reverse flow

develops adjacent to the heated wall which could prevent the main
inlet flow from reattaching to the heated wall, thus causing a recir
culation region within the flow domain that is unattached to the wall.
The velocity and temperature distributions, Nusselt numbers, and fric
tion coefficients were also affected by the inclination angle.

The

results presented in this study assumes that the flow remains laminar
and two dimensional for the cases considered.
experimental verification.

These assumptions need
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Nusselt number at the cool wall for different inclination
angles. (ReQ - 50, AT - 50°C)
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Fig. 9

Bulk temperature variation for different inclination angles.
(Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)

Fig. 10

Effects of inclination angle and Reynolds number on the
maximum (-- ) and minimum Nusselt number(--- ). (AT - 50°C)

Fig. 11

Effects of inclination angle on Xr , Xn and XQ for
Re0 - 50 (---) and Re0 - 100 (---)•
(AT - 50°C)

Fig. 12

Effects of inclination angle on CjRe0 at the heated wall
<Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)

Fig. 13

Effects of inclination angle on the CfRe0 at the cool wall
(Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)
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Flow in

Fig. 1

Schematic flow domain.
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X

Fig. 2

x

Streamlines for different inclination angles for Re0 - 50.
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Fig. 3

Dimensionless velocity profiles along the streamwise
direction for Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C.
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Fig. 4

Dimensionless temperature profiles along the streamwise
direction for Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C.
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U
Fig. 5

Velocity distributions for different inclination angles
at X - 1.38. <Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)

2
$
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_

Fig. 6

Temperature distributions for different inclination angles
at X - 1.38 (Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)
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Fig. 7

Nusselt number at the heated wall for different
Inclination angles. (Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)

Fig. 8

Nusselt number at the cool wall for different
Inclination angles. (Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)
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Fig. 9

Bulk temperature variation for different inclination
angles. (Ree - 50, AT - 50°C)
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♦

Fig. 10

Effects of inclination angle and Reynolds number on the
maximum (— ) and minimum Nusselt number(---). (AT - 50°C)

and X
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♦

Fig. 11

Effects of inclination angle on Xr , Xn and XQ for Re0 - 50
(---) and Re0 - 100 (---). (AT - 50°C)
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Fig. 12

Effects of inclination angle on CfReQ for the heated wall
(Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)

X
Fig. 13

Effects of inclination angle on the CfRe0 on the cool wall
(Re0 - 50, AT - 50°C)
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CHAPTER V

TURBULENT MIXED CONVECTION IN A VERTICAL DUCT
WITH A BACKWARD-FACING STEP
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TURBULENT MIXED CONVECTION IN A VERTICAL DUCT
WITH A BACKWARD-FACING STEP
by
J . T . Lin, B . F . Armaly and T . S . Chen
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401

ABSTRACT

Turbulent mixed convection adjacent to a two-dimensional vertical
duct with

a backward-facing step is analyzed for buoyancy-assisting

flow conditions.

The plane wall is unheated.

The downstream section

of the stepped wall is uniformly heated to a constant temperature,
while its upstream section and the stepped wall are kept adiabatic.
Closure

of the time-averaged governing equations for the mean flow

quantities is attained by using a modified k-c model which accounts
for the influence of buoyancy induced forces on the turbulent quanti
ties .

Finer grids were used near the wall that allows the solving of

the governing equations to proceed directly to the wall rather than
matching with the law of the wall.

Results are presented for air (Pr

-0.7) which reveal that the flow field is less sensitive than the
temperature field for changes in buoyancy force.

An increase in the

buoyancy parameter causes a decrease in the heat transfer rate while
increasing the skin friction coefficient and the reattachment length.
The results are in qualitative agreement with available experimental
data.
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NOMENCLATURE
Cl

- 1.44

c2

- 1.92

Cf

- skin friction coefficient defined by Eq. (8) or (10).

CM
*1

F2

- 0.09
-

1

- 1 . 0 — exp(— Ret2)
- exp[— 2.5/(1 + Ret/50)]

g

- gravitational acceleration
- Grashof number based on the step height,
g£(Tw - T0)s 3A 2

h

- channel height

at inlet

H

- channel height

at exit

k

- kinetic energy

of turbulence

k+

- k/uQ2

K

- thermal conductivity

Nus

- local Nusselt number, as defined by Eq. (9) or (11).

P

- pressure

P

- P + Pgx

Pr

- Prandtl number

Res

- Reynolds number based on the step height,

Re 0

- u0s/«/0

Ret

- turbulent Reynolds number

s

- step height

T

- time-averaged temperature

(pls^/fie)

\iQ s / v
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Tb

- bulk temperature

Tf

- film temperature, (Tw + T0)/2

To

- inlet temperature

Tw

“ temperature of heated wall
- time-averaged velocity component in the streamwise
direction

ui

- local inlet velocity

uo

- maximum inlet velocity

V

- time-averaged velocity component in the transverse
direction

X

- streamwise coordinate as measured from the step
- downstream length of the step

xi

- inlet length upstream of the step

xr

- reattachment length

X

- dimensionless streamwise coordinate, x/s

Xe ,Xi ,XI

- xe/s,xj/s,xr/s

y

- transverse coordinate

Y

- dimensionless transverse coordinate, y/s

a

- thermal diffusivity

0

- volumetric expansion coefficient

e

- dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
- es/uQ 3

P

- density

Po

- density at channel inlet
- local wall shear stress, /ie (3u/fly)w

M

- molecular viscosity
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Mt

- eddy viscosity
~ H + fit

v

- kinematic viscosity

v t

- eddy diffusivity for momentum

° t

- turbulent Prandtl number for energy equation

ak

- turbulent Prandtl number for k-equation

°€

- turbulent Prandtl number for e-equation

6

- boundary layer thickness at the inlet

z

- buoyancy force parameter, Grs/Res^ - g/9(Tw — T0)s/u0^

Subscripts
e

- exit conditions

o

- inlet conditions

w

- at wall
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INTRODUCTION

There are many transport processes in nature and in industry
where mixed convection (forced and free convection) effects are sig
nificant.

Such processes occur in devices, such as nuclear reactors,

gas turbines, electronic circuitry, and other heat transfer equipment.
Reattaching and separating flows in engineering devices could be the
cause for failure due to the large variations of the local heat trans
fer coefficient that is encountered in these flows.

In most practical

situations, a reattaching shear layer develops next to a step (sudden
expansion) and it interacts strongly with the recirculating flow that
forms behind that step.

The backward-facing step geometry offers one

of the least complex geometries for studying the behavior of separat
ing and reattaching buoyancy-affected convective flows.
Most of the previous work on separated flows examined only the
hydrodynamic behavior behind a backward-facing step.

Eaton and John

ston (1981), Armaly et al. (1983), and Gooray et al. (1985) reviewed
the literature in this area.

There are only a limited number of

studies where the heat transfer in reattaching flows was examined, but
these studies did not account for mixed convection effects.

Aung

(1983), Gooray et al. (1985), and Vogel and Eaton (1985) have reviewed
the literature on forced convection in backward-facing step flows.
Shishov et al. (1988) correlated recently the turbulent heat transfer
data at the reattachment length for that geometry.
Chieng and Launder

(1980)

have

applied

the

k-e

model

of
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turbulence to the prediction of heat transfer In separated flows
resulting from an abrupt pipe expansion.

Simpson (1981) and Eaton and

Johnston (1981) have suggested that the near wall region of separated
flows is substantially different from the corresponding region in an
ordinary boundary-layer flow.

That raised the question on the vali

dity of using the law of the wall in separated turbulent flow for
matching the solution of the governing equations at the edge of the
laminar sublayer.
In dealing with low turbulence flows, Jones and Launder (1972)
modified the model of turbulent damping near the wall to permit the
solution to proceed directly to the wall, thus dealing with the turbu
lence levels near the wall and the high turbulence levels in the main
flow.

Plumb and Kennedy (1977), and Lin and Churchill (1978) pre

dicted turbulent free convection from a heated, vertical plate by
using the k-« turbulent model, which required the addition of an extra
term, - 2i/(3k^/^/3y)^, in the turbulent kinetic energy equation to
satisfy the artificial boundary condition of e - 0 at the wall.
Humphrey and To (1986) eliminated this extra term and solved the gov
erning equations directly to the wall for turbulent mixed and free
convection flows over heated cavities.
c wall condition requires

This approach of handling the

a great deal of refinement of the computa

tional grids in the viscous sublayer near the wall.

The measurements

of George and Gapp (1979), and Cheesewright and Ireokipiotis (1982),
show that the viscous sublayer extends approximately up to y+ - 4.
Thus sufficient number of grid points must be located within that
layer to allow the solution to proceed directly to the wall.

In the
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present study, calculations were performed using at least 5 grid
points inside the region of y+ - 4, in order to validate the solutions
all the way to the wall.
In mixed convection flows, Brown and Gauvin (1965) investigated
the influence of buoyancy forces upon the heat

transfer

rate

and

temperature fluctuations in a vertical heated tube under buoyancyassisting and opposing flow conditions.

Nakajima et al. (1980) inves

tigated turbulent mixed convection flow between vertical parallel
plates, both experimentally and analytically.

Several other investi

gations have been conducted on mixed convection in a vertical circular
tube or over a vertical plane surface.

The results from these studies

show, in general, that buoyancy-opposing flow increases the turbulent
heat transfer rate, while buoyancy-assisting flow has an opposite
effect on it.

On the heated side, the buoyancy-assisting flow causes

an increase in the friction factor and a decrease in the Nusselt num
ber.
Studies of turbulent flow over a backward-facing step have been
conducted by many investigators, but no attention has been given to
turbulent mixed convection flow over a backward-facing step.

The pre

sent study analyzes the effects of buoyancy parameter Grs on the flow
and heat transfer in a vertical duct with a backward-facing step under
the buoyancy-assisting flow condition.

Numerical solutions are car

ried out for turbulent air flow (Pr - 0.7 ).

Numerical results of

interest, such as Nusselt numbers, velocity and temperature distribu
tions, reattachment lengths, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dis
sipation energy,

and

turbulent

skin

friction

coefficients, are
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presented.

ANALYSIS

Consider a two-dimensional, turbulent convective flow in a verti
cal duct with a sudden expansion behind a backward-facing step of
height s, as shown in Fig. 1.

The straight wall of the duct is main

tained at a uniform temperature equal to the inlet air temperature T0 .
The stepped wall downstream of the step is heated to a uniform temper
ature V

The upstream portion of the stepped wall and the backward

facing step are adiabatic.

The inlet upstream length of the duct is

and the exit downstream length of the duct is considered infinite,
but the calculation domain is limited to a total length of x^ + xe .
The smaller section of the duct upstream of the step has a height h
and the larger section downstream of the step has a height H, equal to
h + s.

Air flows upward into the duct at a maximum inlet velocity

and an average temperature TQ .

uQ

The gravitational acceleration g is

acting vertically downward.
Under the assumptions of constant properties and transport gra
dient, along with the Boussinesq approximation, the time-averaged gov
erning conservation equations for the stated turbulent convective flow
problem are similar to those given by To and Humphrey (1986) and Ramachandran et al. (1987) and can be written as:
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3u
3v
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where p - P + pgx.

(3)

dy .

(6)

The parameters In the above equations are defined

similar to what was done in Humphrey and To (1986) and are listed in
Table 1 as follows:
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Table 1.
k-e constants and wall functions
Ret - V ^ / v t

Cl -

1.44

o t - 0.90

F X - 1.0

C2 -

1.92

o e - 1.30

F2

Ck -

1.00

CTk - 1 . 0 0

F^ - exp[—

- 0.09

Pr - 0 . 7 0

v t “ cn Fn k 2 / e

- 1.0 - e x p ( R e t2 )
2 . 5 / ( 1 + R e t/ 5 0 ) ]

The thermal diffusivity a, molecular kinematic viscosity v ,

and

the thermal expansion coefficient f) are evaluated at the film tempera
ture Tf - (Tq + Tw )/2.
The boundary conditions for the above set of equations are:
(a)

Upstream inlet conditions
At x — —

and h S y S H:
u - ui(

v - 0,

k - 0.002uo2 ,

T - T0

(7a)

e - 100k1 -5/s

where u^ is the local inlet velocity distribution, which is taken as
having a 1/7 power-law velocity profile with an inlet boundary thick
ness 6 - 2.0mm at x - - 4s upstream of the step in order to establish
a fully developed velocity profile at the step, and uQ is the maximum
inlet velocity; that is
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(b)

ui/uo “ [(y -

for s ;S y ^ (s + 6)

ui/uo “ 1

for (s + 3 ) < y < ( H -

ui/uo “ K H “ y)/^]1/7

for

5)

(7b)

(H - s) S y < H

Downstream exit conditions
At x - xg and 0 ^ y ^ H:
3u/3x - 0, 32T/3x2 - 0,
3v/3x - 0, 3k/3x - 0, d e / d x - 0,

(7c)

along with an overall mass conservation check at exit.
(c)

Straight wall or free stream boundary conditions
At y - H and - x^ ^ x < xe :
(i) For a straight solid wall
u-0,

v-0,

T - T 0, k - 0 ,

< - 2»/(ak1/2/ay)2y_H
(ii) For free stream boundary conditions (at the line of symetry)
3u/3y - 0, v - 0 ,

3T/3y - 0,
(7d)

3k/3y - 0, 3e/3y - 0
(d)

Stepped wall
Upstream of the step, at y - s
u-0,

v-0,

and

— x^ < x ^ 0:

3T/3y - 0,

k-0,

€ - 2t/(3k1/2/ay)2y-s

(7e)

At the step, at x - 0 and 0 < y s s:
u-0,

v-0,

3T/3x - 0,

k-0,

e - 2i/(3k1/2/ax)2x_0

(7f)

Downstream of the step, at y - 0 and 0 < x < xe :
u-0,

v-0,

T - T w, k - 0

e - 2l/(3k1/2/3y)2y_ 0

(7g)
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The length

xe from the step to the downstream end of the calcu

lation domain was chosen to be 100 steps (i.e. xe/s - 100).

The

length x^ for the upstream calculation domain was chosen to be 4 steps
(i.e. xj/s - 4) and the inlet velocity profile was specified as turbu
lent with a l/7th-power law distribution in the turbulent boundary
layer and the inlet temperature was taken as uniform at T„.
The governing system of coupled partial differential equations
was solved by a finite difference scheme embodied in the computer code
TEACH using the SIMPLE algorithm.

The solution procedure started with

initial estimates for the velocities, temperatures, pressure, turbu
lent kinetic energy, and dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy.
An iteration process was employed until a converged solution was
obtained.

The momentum equations were solved first in the iteration

process, using the estimated temperature in calculating the buoyancy
force.

The energy equation and the equations for the turbulent

kinetic energy and the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
were then solved consecutively
results.

to

upgrade

the previously calculated

This process was repeated for each iteration step.

Conver

gence of the solution was considered satisfactory when the normalized
residuals of each equation, summed over the whole calculation domain,
was smaller than 0.02.
A nonuniform grid distribution was used in the calculations, both
in the longitudinal and in the cross flow directions. A large number
of grid points were used near the step and the reattachment point in
the streamwise (i.e., x coordinate) direction, and near the walls of
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the duct in the transverse (i.e., y coordinate) direction where a
steep variation of velocities occurs.

These locations were found from

preliminary calculations using an equally-spaced grid.

Solutions were

performed with different grid densities and the required grid number
for ensuring grid-independent solutions was determined for different
Reynolds numbers.

For the range of parameters examined in this study

with Re0 - 3120, it was found that a grid density of Nx x Ny - 123 x
74 is sufficient for providing a grid-independent solution (see Fig.
2).

The maximum Nusselt number was selected as the parameter for

testing the convergence of the solution because it is the most sensi
tive parameter to variations in grid size.

A larger grid density of

148 X 88 was used to confirm the convergence of this solutions.

A

power-law numerical scheme which is equivalent to the exponential
(exact) numerical scheme of Patantar (1979) was used for the nonuni
form grids.

The results to be presented in this study were generated

by using a grid density of 99 x 56, which yielded errors in the maxi
mum Nusselt number that are smaller than 5% when compared with the
results that are based on the 123 x 74 grid density (Fig. 2).

The

number of grid points used in the x-coordinate for the upstream inlet
domain (which is 5 steps) were limited to 19 and the maximum - minimum
grid spacing was s/2 - s/200 in that section.

The remaining 80 grid

points in the x coordinate were distributed along the calculation
domain downstream of the step (which is 100 steps), where the maximum
- minimum grid spacing was 1.5s - s/200.

The rate of change in grid

spacing was in the range of 0.7 - 1.4, i.e. 0.7 < Axn/Axn+^ < 1.4
0.7 < Ayn/Ayn+^ < 1.4.

or

The grid spacing in the transverse direction
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(y-coordinate) is in a range of s/5000 < Ay < s/30.

Converged solu

tions resulted when (Ax)max/(Ay)min was smaller than 10,000.

The

computer program was run on a CRAY X/MP supercomputer, and a solution
was found to converge in less than 1500 iterations, utilizing approxi
mately 2-15 min. of CPU time.
The modified turbulent k-e model that was used in this study is
similar to that used by To and Humphrey (1986).

It does not include

the extra term, - 2 u ( d ' k ^ / ^ / d y ) ^ , that appeared in the turbulent
kinetic energy equation of Plumb and Kennedy (1977) and of Lin and
Churchill (1978).

That term was added to create an artificial bound

ary conditions at the wall making ew equal to zero.

In this study the

value of c at the wall was set to 2i/(3k^/^/8y)^w and that term was
eliminated from the governing equations as shown in Eq. 5.

The solu

tions of the governing equations proceeded all the way to the wall
without using the law of the wall for matching at the laminar sub
layer.

Humphrey and To (1986) utilized the expression for the turbu

lent constant as F2 - [1 — 0.3exp(- Rt^)] [(1 — exp(- R^) ] when
analyzing the flow adjacent to a heated cavity.

Their results under

predicted the turbulent diffusion for momentum and heat in the cavity
region and overpredicted the Nusselt numbers by about 30%.

In this

study the turbulence constant F2 was taken as [1 - exp(— Rt^)], as was
done by Lam and Bremhorst (1981) , because that expression provides a
dissipation rate « and its derivatives that are finite at the wall.
The need of a very fine grid near the wall in the present solu
tion scheme is very critical.

When the duct height is quite large and

the expansion ratio is small, the number of grid points and computer
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time required for a converged solution becomes excessively large as
can be seen in Fig. 2 for expansion ratio of 1.125 that is equivalent
to the case studied by Driver and Seegmiller (1985).

The CPU time

with a grid density of 128 x 128 for the case of an expansion ratio
1.125 with H/s - 9, is nearly 30 minutes with 1070 iterations using a
CRAY XM/P-48 supercomputer.

And as can be seen from Fig. 2, a con

verged solution was not reached.

In that case it is realistic to sim

ulate the large duct by using the boundary conditions of free stream
flow as given in Eq. (7d) with H - 10s.

As seen from Fig. 2, the

solution for this geometry converged much quicker than for the larger
duct geometry, because there are more grids in the duct flow than in
the free stream flow.

The non-uniformity in the grid distribution

increases the CPU time required to reach the convergence criteria.
For instance, the grid of 99 x 56 that was used for a duct with an
expansion ration of 2, s - 0.48cm, Res - 3120, and with 0.7 <
Ayn/Ayn+i < 1.4, required less than 1400 iterations on the CRAY
computer with a CPU time of about 6 minutes.

For the same case, with

0.9 < Ayn/Ayn+^ <1.1, it took 2 minutes CPU time and required less
than 400 iterations.

This specific geometry was studied in details to

establish the effects of buoyancy on separated mixed convection flows.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To validate the numerical scheme, the computer code and the con
vergence criteria, the code was used first to predict the flow
measurements of Vogel and Eaton (1985), Driver and Seegmiller (1985),
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and the measured Nusselt number of Aung et. al (1972).
The predicted velocity profiles and Its dimensionless turbulent
kinetic energy, k+ , are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 at different loca
tions of x - — 4 s , s, 2.5s, 5s, 6s, 12s and 32s to simulate the
measurements by Driver and Seegmiller (1985).

Their measurements were

made in a duct with a backward-facing step with s - 1.27cm, Res 37,200, expansion ratio H/h - 1.125, Xj_ - — 4, and 6 (boundary layer
thickness) - 1.9 cm at X - - 4,

This geometry was simulated by

replacing the straight solid wall boundary condition by a free stream
flow or line of symmetry boundary conditions as shown in Eq. 7d with H
- 10s.

This simulates approximately a boundary layer flow over a

backward-facing step but the solution scheme remained elliptic rather
than parabolic. The estimated boundary layer thickness at the down
stream exit section, chosen as Xe - 100, is less than 3s, and the
time-averaged parameters measured in the experiments of Driver and
Seegmiller (1985) did not change much beyond the normal distance y > 3
(from the heated wall). The predicted reattachment length Xr for this
geometry is 6.47s and this is close to the measured value of 6.2s by
Driver and Seegmiller (1985).

The agreements between the measured and

the predicted velocity and kinetic energy appear to be reasonable.

A

grid density of 128 x 88 approximates a nearly grid independent solu
tion for this geometry as seen from Fig. 2, and this grid density was
used to generate the results for comparison with the measurements of
Driver and Seegmiller (1985).
The results of Aung and Goldstein (1972) for convective flow in a
backward-facing step with s - 6.4mm, and Reynolds number Res - 1940
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were repeated to validate the numerical scheme.

The

geometry

was

simulated by using free stream boundary condition at H - 3.5s and the
results are compared in Fig. 5.

A good agreement between the pre

dicted and the measured Nusselt numbers appears to exist, which vali
date the present numerical scheme.
The numerical scheme was also used to predict the temperature
profiles that were measured by Vogel and Eaton (1985) for an expansion
ratio of 1.25 (i.e. H/s -5) , s - 3.8cm, U0 - 11.3m/sec, x^ --- 3.8s,
8 (boundary thickness at the inlet) - 4.05cm, and a constant flux

equal to 270W/m^ at the heated wall.

The predicted and measured

time-averaged temperature profiles are in quantitative agreement with
each other, as shown in Fig. 6.

The predicted wall temperature is

lower than the experimentally measured values by approximately 1-3
degrees, which gives rise to a Stanton number that is nearly twice
that of the reported value.

There are no measurements for separated

turbulent mixed convection flows that can be used to compare with pre
dictions from the present numerical scheme.
In this study attention is focused to a specific backward-facing
step geometry, with an expansion ratio of 2 (H/h - 2.0) and a step
height of 4.8mm as shown in Fig. 1.

The upstream length from the step

is 4s (X^ - - 4) with an inlet boundary layer thickness of 2mm.
corresponding downstream length is 100s (i.e. Xe - 100).

The

This geom

etry was selected because it could be built for future measurements by
the authors.

Emphasis is placed on determing the mixed convection

effects on this turbulent separated flow, and results are generated
for Res - 3,120 based on

a

maximum

inlet

velocity

of

uQ -
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9.6m/sec.

The predicted velocity, temperature, turbulent kinetic

energy, turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, and the effective
viscosity distributions of mixed convection flow under different tem
perature differences AT - 1°C, 50°C, 75°C and 100°C at various
downstream locations of x - 0.001s, 1.021s, 2.44s, 5.05s, 6.025s,
12.16s, and 33s are shown in Fig. 7.
The buoyancy-assisting force generally increases the turbulent
kinetic energy dissipation rate and reduces the turbulent intensity
(i.e. turbulent kinetic energy), resulting in a decrease in turbulent
viscosity on the heated wall, as shown in Fig. 7.
cosity profiles,
in Fig. 7.

- p + pt , is defined by n + p

The effective vis
k^/e and is shown

The effective viscosity n e has its smallest value at the

wall and it is equal to the laminar molecular viscosity value.

The

maximum effective viscosity occurs in the shear layer, that develops
behind the separating step, and another smaller peak develops in the
boundary layer that is adjacent to the cool wall of the channel.

The

two peaks of the effective viscosity profiles gradually combine
together as one moves downstream from the step and finally become one
peak at the center of the exit section (Fig. 7).

The assisting buoy

ancy force does not affect significantly the physical quantities k, e
and /ie that are shown in Fig. 7 in the fully developed section of the
duct for the temperature differences AT between 1°C to 100°C in this
geometry.

The reattachment length increases as the buoyancy force

increases, as can be seen from Figs. 7, 8 and Fig. 10.

At the heated

wall in the neighborhood of the reattachment points, the friction
coefficient decreases as the buoyancy parameter increases, Fig. 8, and
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at the cool wall the friction coefficient increases as the buoyancy
parameter increases, Fig. 9.

The velocity profiles, Fig. 7, at the

exit section do not show significant changes for temperature differ
ences AT between 0°C and 100°C.

The density is lower for the higher

film temperature Tf - (Tw + TQ)/2, and the corresponding skin friction
coefficient (Figs. 8 and 9) at the exit section will be higher at
higher buoyancy parameter due to the lower value of density at the
higher temperature.
The Nusselt number and the skin friction coefficient are defined
in terms of the properties calculated at the film temperature.

The

variations of the properties from AT - 18C to 100°C is about 15%, and
all of the properties in this study were calculated at the film tem
perature Tf - (T0 + Tw )/2.

These parameters are defined as follows.

Heated wall:
Cf

- /ie (3u/3y)y_0 /(pu2Q/2)

Nus ---pcp [i//Pr + i/t/at](3T/ay)y_o s /[k(Tw - Tb )]

(8)
(9)

Cool wall:
Cf

- - A‘e (au/3y)y-H /(PU20/2)

(10)

Nus - - pcp [i//Pr + 1/t/ot](aT/ay)y_H s /[k(Tb - T0)]

(11)

The effects of buoyancy force on the Nusselt number Nus at the
heated and cool walls can be seen from in Figs. 11 and 12.

At the

heated wall, an increase in buoyancy parameter causes a decrease in
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the Nusselt number, while at the cool wall a reverse trend exists.
The effects of the buoyancy force are more pronounced on the Nusselt
number and the temperature distribution than on the shear stress and
the velocity distribution.

The effects of the buoyancy parameter are

not significant in the fully developed region and at the exit section
of the duct.

The difference in the Nusselt number and the shear

stress in that region is due mainly to the changes in properties with
temperature in the range of AT - 1°C to 1008C.

CONCLUSIONS

The influence of buoyancy parameter on turbulent mixed convection
flow in a vertical duct with backward-facing step is reported.

The

numerical scheme that was used to solve the governing turbulent equa
tions utilized very fine grid and carried the solution all the way to
the wall without using the law of the wall.

The predicted results are

in good agreement with available experimental data.
An increase in the assisting buoyancy force decreases the turbu
lent intensities, the effective viscosities, and the heat transfer,
but increases the skin friction coefficient and the reattachment
length.

The influence of buoyancy forces on the flow field is less

significant than its effect on the thermal field.

Measurements in

separated mixed convection flow are needed to further validate these
observation.
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Effects of buoyancy force on Nusselt number at the heated
wall (---- AT - 1*C,... AT - 50°C, —
AT - 75°C,
----- AT - 100#C, ReQ - 3120, s - 0.48cm, H/h - 2)

Fig. -j2

Effects of buoyancy force on Nusselt number at the cool
wall (---- AT - 1*C, --- AT - 50#C , --- AT - 75BC,
----- AT - 100#C, Re 0 - 3120, s - 0.48cm, H/h - 2)
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